
         Trent Bosch gun drill  

     Set     handle only     gun drill only 

use of the gun drill:  
the primary use of the gun drill is to bore a starting hole for your hollowing 
process. other uses include boring long holes for lamps or other projects. to do 
so I generally create a v-shaped opening in the top of my hollow form using my 
3/8” spindle gouge. when that v-shaped opening is steep enough, the spindle gouge 
can be used to generate a small starter hole for the gun drill. it starts 
straighter and easier with this pre-started hole, drilling a hole right down the 
center of the form. if you start without a hole, the bit may wander. when drilling, 
the flute can be used either up or down, i prefer down, so the shavings don’t fly 
into my face.  

another thing to note is that it does take a little bit of pressure to bore the 
hole, as you are pushing against both the wood and the air evacuating the 
shavings. some woods you are able to drill straight down, in one shot, other 
woods you may have to remove the gun drill a couple of times in order to clear 
the shavings that have built up.  

we have sealed the drill into the handle using a gasket making material and 
fastened it down with the set screws. under normal use it should not need to be 
taken out of the handle.  

there is a protective rubber coating over the tip, that needs to be removed before 
use.  

connection to air:  
the gun drill handle has a 1/4” female npt thread on the backside. use your choice 
of a quick connect air coupling and use teflon tape or another suitable sealing 
compound.  

Sharpening: 
the gun drill does not need sharpened. it is carbide tipped and should last under 
normal use a very long time.  

using the stopper:  
use the included gun drill stopper to easily set your drilling depth. this stopper 
is used in place of endless marks or tape on the shank of the tool.  

take the stopper insert the notch in the flute, rotate the stopper on the shaft of 
the drill bit until the opposite notch locks into the flute. you an then slide the 
stopper up and down the shaft to the proper length for your operation. 

i suggest you watch the following youtube video available on my website or by 
searching “trent bosch tools - gun drill stopper tutorial” before placing stopper 
on shank of tool. properly installing stopper will ensure a long life. do not 
force the stopper into place, it must be twisted into place as shown in video. 

Thanks for purchasing this tool!  For further instructions on use I have 
instructional videos available and use the gun drill in almost any hollowing video 
or remote demonstration.  Check out www.trentboschtools.com for other 
innovative products. Enjoy your new tool! 

Happy Turning, 

Trent Bosch 
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